Iris folding
Demonstrations, Workshops and Private
Instruction
I offer group demonstrations and workshops as well as individual instruction.

Group Demonstration
Approximate time: 1 - 1/2 hours
Cost: $125 + travel expenses outside the West Palm Beach, FL area.
All materials included
Attendance: unlimited
Framed examples of my work are placed on easels around the room for perusal by the audience.
I make one 10" square, four color iris folding using my easy basic technique while maintaining a
running dialog with the audience as I am working. I begin with a short history of Iris Folding and
as I work, I point out the many do's and don'ts of the process, make suggestions for paper
preferences, and offer many other useful suggestions, hints and tips to enhance the finished
product. Following completion of the work, there is a question and answer period.
Individuals will come away from this demonstration being able to create their own iris foldings
using my easy basic technique.

Group Workshop
Approximate time: 2 1/2 - 3 hours
Cost: $250 + travel expenses outside the West Palm Beach, FL area + $8 per person for materials
that I supply. Some materials must be supplied by the individuals in the group. Individually
supplied materials may be shared and cost is minimal.
Attendance: up to 20 people
Framed examples of my work are placed on easels around the room for perusal by the audience.
I assist the group, with everyone making one 10" square, four color iris folding using my
comprehensive technique. I walk around surveying the group's progress, offering individual
attention, suggestions, and encouragement. I maintain a running dialog with the group while I am
working with individuals or walking around the room. I begin with a short history of Iris Folding
and as we continue, I point out the many do's and don'ts of the process, make suggestions for
paper preferences, and offer many other useful hints and tips to enhance their finished products.
Following completion of everyone's work, there is a question and answer period.
Students will come away from this workshop having created their own iris folding using my
comprehensive technique.

Advanced Group Workshop
Approximate time: 2 1/2 - 3 hours
Cost: $250 + travel expenses outside the West Palm Beach, FL area + $8 per person for materials
that I supply. Some materials must be supplied by the individuals in the group. Individually
supplied materials may be shared and cost is minimal.
Attendance: up to 20 people
Framed examples of my work are placed on easels around the room for perusal by the audience.
I assist the group, with everyone making one 10" square, four color iris folding using one of my
advanced techniques. I walk around surveying the group's progress, offering individual attention,
suggestions, and encouragement. I maintain a running dialog with the group while I am working
with individuals or walking around the room. I begin with a short history of Iris Folding and as
we continue, I point out the many do's and don'ts of the process, make suggestions for paper
preferences, and offer many other useful hints and tips to enhance their finished products.
Following completion of everyone's work, there is a question and answer period.
Students will come away from this workshop having created their own iris folding using one of
my advanced techniques.

Individual Instruction
Approximate time: 1 1/2 - 2 hours
Cost: $125 + travel expenses outside the West Palm Beach, FL area.
All materials included
The student and I each make one 10" square, four color iris folding using my easy basic
technique. I begin with a short history of Iris Folding and while we are working, I point out the
many do's and don'ts of the process, make suggestions for paper preferences, and offer many
other useful suggestions, hints and tips to enhance the finished product. I also explain my
comprehensive technique enabling students to try that on their own
Students will come away from this workshop having created their own iris folding using my easy
basic technique along with the ability to create iris foldings using my comprehensive technique.

Write to RonzCrafts@earthlink.net for information and details.

